
ULTIMATE LEVEL 3: OFFENSIVE TEAM CONCEPTS

Lesson 1 Break Around

OBJECTIVE

COMMENTS

 Improving composure under pressure and ability to throw past defender into the space 
defence is trying to prevent.

As defence improves, they reduce the number of options and spaces available to the o�ence. 
By throwing to the “break” side, the o�ence is able to continue to attack and create space for 
themselves. An “around” throw gets it’s name as it is usually around the defender, away from 
other players.

NEW CONCEPTS
Break throws – throws past the defender to the area of the pitch they were trying to prevent.

RULES
Foul – with the thrower attempting to throw past the defender, both players should be mindful to 
not make contact. The o�ensive player should also stay vigilant not to travel as they attempt to get 
space to throw. 

SKILL DEVELOPMENT

ACTIVITIES

Level 2 worked on individual skills. This new level will work on team skills of creating space and 
working together to advance the disc up the pitch. Lesson 1 emphasises attacking the space. 

1. Review and Preview 5 mins

Encourage throwers to throw to space in front of receiver, inviting them to run on to it.

2. Around Throw to Lateral Cut 10 mins

With so little space available, teams will have to use break throws to get away from the 
defence. The option to score in either endzone will reward throws around the defender.

3. Sideways Game 15 mins

The cut from the stack may initially look like it is not going to achieve anything. After the team 
uses the new around break throw, the initial cutter now becomes a viable option for a long 
throw.

4. Chevron Brick Play 15 mins

Pivoting, faking, forcing.



TALKING POINTS
What e�ect does pivoting and faking have on throwers ability to make a break throw?
Is it easier to throw short or long on around throws?
When is too early/late to throw?

Scores in this game only count when they are the result of a break throw. These can be a break 
throw to the endzone or the next pass after a break throw. By restricting teams to only scoring 
in this manner, they will have to use their new around throws and the space it creates.

5. GAME – SCORE ON BREAK 15 MINS

FURTHER STUDY

Breaking the mark View this lesson 
online


